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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a phenomenological treatment of 
the decay of an isosinglet resonance into four pions. This problem is also 
under active investigation by Dotson, Nyborg, and Good (l) and by Wei 1er and 
Dotson^^). Pais (2) has provided a general treatment of states of many 
pions. A special result is that states of four pions that observe Bose 
statistics and have isospin zero divide into two symmetry types. 
There are, in general, eight phase-space variables which characterize 
the four-particle decay problem. Three of the variables may be interpreted 
as Euler angles which orient the decay products, the other five can be 
taken as relativistically invariant masses of combinations of the particles. 
An eight-dimensional distribution would require a large number of events 
for meaningful comparison with experiment. Nor is it desirable to calcu­
late merely isotropic distributions, which don't depend on the Euler angles, 
because in certain situations anisotropy may be the most sensitive test of 
the quantum numbers of the resonance. Even isotropic distributions in five 
variables are not likely to be practical. In this work distributions will 
be calculated for both choices of parity and symmetry type for spins zero 
and one. The scalar distributions are necessarily isotropic and will be 
three-dimensional after integrations are carried out over two of the 
invariant masses. The vector distributions are calculated for the unpola-
rized decaying resonance and for the case when the resonance is in a pure 
ititi of spln-ppojectien lero along an external direetien. The psison fep 
calculating the vector distributions in this way is developed below. The 
(^^Weller, G. and Dotson, A. Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 
Michigan. Private communication. 1967. 
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zero spin-projection vector distributions retain two of the Euler angles 
and integrations are performed over the same two invariant masses as for 
the scalar distributions. The vector distributions will be exhibited in 
five-dimensional form. All the distributions to be calculated possess a 
certain flexibility in that only two of the remaining invariant mass 
variables require numerical techniques if integration is performed on them. 
In some cases even these integrations do not need to be actually performed 
because of symmetry in the distributions. The other variables are all 
angles, one of the remaining three invariant masses being replaced by an 
angle between two planes defined by pairs of the momenta. 
Multipion resonances have been observed in proton-antiproton annihila­
tion. Kallen (3) has reviewed the theoretical and experimental situation 
of the w-particle, which is a three-pion effect. Since the effect is 
observed in a five-pion final state, it is reasonable to assume that the 
u) decays from an unpolarized state. There are only two independent 
invariant mass variables in the three particle decay. The two-dimensional 
distributions can be plotted in a triangle such that the distances to the 
three sides are linearly related to the energies of the three pions. There 
is a kinematically determined boundary inscribed in the triangle and the 
triangle plus inscribed boundary are known as a Oalitz diagram. A discussion 
of Dalitz diagrams is also given by Hagedorn (4). 
~ o 
The effect is only observed in the neutral combination jt n . Its 
isotopic spin is therefore taken to be zero. Since the isotopic spin of a 
pion is one, there is only one way to couple the three pions to isotopic 
spin zero, and that is completely antisymmetric in the three sets of 
isotopic spin labels. Since pions are spin less Bosons, the resonance decays 
3 
into a state that is completely antisymmetric in the three momenta. A 
T-matrix is then conjectured, for each spin and parity, to be the amplitude 
for the state of three pions simulating the quantum numbers of the decaying 
resonance to be observed with a prescribed labelling of charge and 
momentum of the pions. Kallen apologizes for taking the simplest possible 
T-matrix in each case but in such a phenomenological calculation one should 
not do otherwise except for a good reason. These simple phenomenological 
T-matr i ces resulted in two-dimensional distributions that identified the 
w-particle as a vector meson. The success of this approach encourages a 
similar attempt for resonances that decay to four pions. 
Indeed four-pion effects are not lacking. Kernan, Lyon, and Crawley 
(5) have observed an enhancement at I6IO MeV in the neutral combination 
in the five-pion final state of proton-antiproton annihilation. The 
enhancement is not seen in the charged combinations, indicating that its 
isotopic spin is zero. A curious and potentially profitable feature of 
this experiment is that the resonance plus pion system is preferentially 
aligned with the beam direction. At forward or backward production of the 
resonance, conservation of angular momentum requires the spin-projection of 
the resonance along the beam direction to be plus one, zero, or minus one. 
Of course if the resonance is spinless, the distribution of pions will be 
isotropic in the rest frame of the resonance. But if the resonance has 
spin greater than zero, and if production takes place equally for each of 
the four spin states in the initial state, then the relative weights for 
spin-projections along the beam direction (plus one/zero/minus one) would 
be (one/two/one). Thus calculating the unpolarized vector distribution and 
the distribution for zero spin-projection along an external direction 
permits the sum of the two distributions to be compared with this simplest 
form of anisotropy in the decay. If the effect is observed in final states 
of six or more pions, the unpolarized distributions should be compared with 
exper iment. 
The phenomenologica1 treatment of the decay of an isotopic singlet 
resonance to four pions is complicated in two ways. There are five 
invariant masses in the four pion system compared to only two in the three-
pion system. Moreover there are three different ways to couple four 
isotopic spin one systems to isotopic spin zero, corresponding to interme­
diate couplings pairwise to isotopic spin zero, one, or two. The next 
two sections clarify these problems. 
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!U FOUR-PARTICLE PHASE SPACE 
A. The Goldhaber Triangle 
In the decay to four particles, there are only five independent invar­
iants of the form: 
q. " q. = U).U3. - k. ® k. (2a,1) 
1 J I J I J 
because of conservation of energy and momentum. Equation (2a.1) introduces 
the present notation which uses q., k., and U). for the four-momentum, three-
momentum, and energy, respectively, of particle i. Most of the calculations 
to follow are carried out in the rest frame of the decaying resonance, 
which is the zero-momentum frame of the four particles. in that frame, 
squaring the equation of conservation of four-momentum results in: 
2 4 2 ^ 
U J  =  S m .  + 2 5 ] q . ° q .  .  ( 2 a .  2 )  
i=l ' i<j ' J 
This limits the independent invariants to five, where o) is the total energy, 
or rest energy of the resonance. The invariant masses are combinations of 
the form; 
2 , ^ \2 
•"uk ^  (^i + • (2a.3) 
Later on, the distributions will be calculated using the four invariant 
2 2 2 2 
masses m^g; ""124^ and m^^^^ All of these are independent of the angle 
between the plane defined by k^ and k^ and the plane defined by k^ and 1<^. 
That angle, denoted by 9(12)3 be used instead of a fifth independent 
6 
mass variable. This type of description has been discussed with reference 
to phase space by Nyborg, Song, Kernan, and Good (6) and with reference to 
1^(12)3 dependence for several spin and parity assignments by Nyborg and 
Skjeggestad (7). Anticipating that integrations will be performed over the 
2 2 
variables 2/^ and it is of interest to see what is the kinematically 
allowed region in the m^g m^^-plane. Using k^g for the sum of the momenta 
of particles 1 and 2, it is easy to see that the following conditions must 
be satisfied: 
mj2 > + ^ 2 
+ ("4 
These three conditions limit the allowed region to a right triangle known 
as the Goldhaber triangle (8,9). The allowed region is the shaded area 
of Figure 1, It will be seen that on the diagonal boundary k^2 vanishes 
while particles 1 and 2 are at rest with respect to one another along the 
horizontal boundary and similarly particles 3 and 4 have the same rest frame 
along the vertical boundary. 
B. Distribution in Particle Momenta 
The object of dynamical theories is to calculate an S-matrix which is 
the amplitude for finding the system in the final state f at the end of the 
reaction when it was known to be in the initial state i at the beginning. 
A T-matrix is defined from the S-matrix by the relation: 
<f|S|i> = Ô^j + i(2«)^ 6^(q^-q.) N^N. <f|T| i> . (2b. 1) 
7 
ni,+m. 
m_+m. 
Figure 1. The Goldhaber Triangle 
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The object in defining tlie T-matrix is to pull out the four-dimensional 
delta function expressing conservation of energy and momentum. If the state 
f contains n particles, the normalization factor is defined by: 
N. = n (2VU)J"'^  ^ (2b. 2) 
^ 3=1 
where Visa fictitious volume used in normalizing single-particle plane 
waves. The product ranges over all the particles in the state f, and the 
normalization factor N. is a similar product ranging over the particles in 
the initial state. 
The probability of observing the final state f is the absolute magni­
tude squared of the S-matrix. The square of the delta function is handled 
by remembering that (2it)^ô^(q^-q j ) i s the integral over the volume and 
duration of the reaction of e f i ^ . Therefore the probability per 
unit volume and unit time of observing the final state f ^  i is: 
(prob i f)/unit vol.-unit time 
= (2rt)^ ô^(q^-q.) N^Nj l<flTli>l^ . (2b.3) 
in the present problem a resonance r decays to four pions. The probability 
of one resonance decaying, per unit time, is obtained by dividing by the 
number of resonances per unit volume l/V and summing over all final states. 
There are two parts to this sum over final states. Tne first part is 
3 -performed as an integration over d k. weighted by the density of states 
V/(2it)^ for each pion. The second part is performed as a sum over different 
final states leading to the charge configurations 2% 2# , # a 2% , and 
Thus the probability of decay per unit time is: 
9 
d^k 
2io, 2w. 
1 
d^ k; 
~2ûr 
2 ""3 —4 
• ô(kj + l<2 + k^ + k^^) 6 (w fJJ, m. 
"'3 - v 
Z|<f;„+(E, ) ./(K;) (Cj),«" (E,,) ITI r> r 
f 
+ S i<f ; ),«" (TZg)(1<^)(le^) 1T1 r> I 
+ s|<f;n°(iZ^)(iTg)(1<3)(iZ^) |T|r>| (2b.4) 
This method of writing the decay probability avoids an arbitrary labelling 
of the pions with subscripts by associating the four vectors with prescribed 
charge states. The branching ratios 2it^2it 2jt°/4it° will be calculated 
when the isotopic spin coupling problem is investigated. The twelve-fold _ 
8 distribution is written neglecting the factor (2it) (2(jo) since the distri­
bution is unnormalized anyway. Thus the twelve-fold distribution in 
*** 
particle momentaj for 2« 2it for example, is: 
• 6 (k^ ^ 1 ° 
'•Sl<f;jt'*"(k^ ),rt''"Cl<2)^ it"('i<3) (^ i^ ) |T|r>| (2b.5) 
C. Distribution in Angles and Invariant Mass Variables 
The twelve-fold distribution in the particle momenta contains delta 
functions for conservation of energy and momentum. The first integration to 
be performed is over d k^  which uses up the delta function ô(k^ +k^ +k^ +k^ ) 
10 
replacing by 
R(4) = d^k d^kg d^k , 
-2^  -2^  ^  6(u,-u),-u,2-m^ _m^ ). 
"Z|<T>| / k^  = -kj-kg-kg (2c.1) 
The energy delta function can be used by expressing the differential volume 
"2 .—» —• 
d k^ in a particular coordinate frame defined by the vectors k^ and k^. 
Figure 2 shows this coordinate frame, which is called the body frame because 
the Euler angles which orient it with respect to a spatial coordinate 
3 2 
frame will be discussed. In this frame d k^ is k^dk^ d(cos8^^^^^) 2)3' 
At constant kj, k^, and 1<^ one has: 
"4  ^= ">1,^  + k,2 + * 2k,2^  ^ '=°=®(I2)3 
= k|2kjd( cose (,2)3) . (2c. 2) 
Performing the integration over leads to: 
8 d^ R(4) = 1 
2u) 
d^kg k^dk^ ^ 
2U)^  21^  '^ '!^ (]2)3 * 
"8([2k^ 2k^ ]^  -
Z|<T>|W^  = -1<,-V^ 3 
(U^  = W-Wj-Wg-Wg (2c.3) 
The 0 function in equation (2c.3) is unity if its argument is positive and 
2 
zero otherwise. It occurs in equation (2c.3) because must exceed 
2 2 2 2 
+ (^ 2^"^ ]) and must be less than + (kj2"*"'^ 3) as can be seen from 
11 
k,+k 
Z'" 
(12)3 
k, xk 
Il I 
(12)3 
k, xk k,+k 
Figure 2. The body coordinate frame 
12 
equation (2c.2). "Because a constant positive factor of 4 is of no conse­
quence in the argument of the step-function, equation (2c.3) may be 
re-written as: 
o d^k, d^k_ k dk , 
" 2iii| "âÇ 2ajj ''^ (12)3' 
•E|<T>1^  /1<^  = -kj-l<2-i<2 
. (2c.4) 
The boundary condition expressed by the step-function is important and will 
be investigated in detail below. 
The next revision of equation (2c.4) is to re-express the differential 
3 3 
volume d k^d k^. Introducing the linear combinations: 
k|2 • + "^ 2 
Kj2 = + kg (2c.5) 
the Jacobian of the transformation defined by equation (2c.5) is easily 
computed and shows that: 
d^kjd^k2 = -^ d^k^2^^K^2 • (2c. 6) 
3 
The differential volume d will be expressed in the doubly primed 
coordinate frame shown in Figure 3- The Z"-axis is taken in the direction 
of k^2* The doubly primed coordinate frame is achieved by rotating the 
spatial frame through a about the Z-axis and then through P about the Y'-
ax-is. The angles a and P are obviously polar angles for k^g' Now Kj2 lies 
Figure 3- The coordinate frame chosen for d^K^2 
14 
M l  I I I  
in the X Z -plane in the first quadrant. Thus the azimuthal angle y of 
Kj2 the doubly primed coordinate frame is just the angle which that 
frame must be rotated, about the Z"-axis, to achieve coincidence with the 
body coordinate frame of Figure 2. Thus p, and y are Euler angles that 
orient the body frame with respect to the spatial frame and; 
d^kjd^kg = ^  da d(cosP)dY z' 
•d(cose") K^ gdK^ g . (2c.7) 
in equation (2c.7)^ 8" is the angle between kj2 and K^2* is easy to 
see that g cos0" are related to and k^  by: 
K,2- [2k^2k|-
COS 8" = (-k^ + '^ 2^ /'<]2'^ 12 " (2c.8) 
So holding k^g constant, a change of variables can be made to k^ and k^j by 
computing the Jacobian of the transformation of equation (2c.8): 
= 8(k^k2/kj2)dkjdk2 . (2c.9) 
There is another boundary condition to be imposed in the distribution in 
terms of kj, k2^  and k^ g because: 
(k^ -kg)^  < k^ 2 < (k^ +kg)^  . (2c. 10) 
2 
This boundary condition is expressable by the step-function 8((2kjk2) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
(kj2"ki-l<2) ) which is equivalent to 8(k^k2 sin 8^2) where 8^2 ' s the angle 
between kj and kg. The distribution can thus be written: 
15 
Q 1 ^7^9 
d R(4) = -^  da d(cos(3) d'y—— • 8(——) dk^ dk^  
1 k_dk- 1 
 ^2iu^  "^ 1^2)3* 
0(k^ k2 sin^ 0^ 2^  eCk^ gk^  510^ 0(^ 2)3^  
z |<T>|%= 
u)^  = m-tu^ -wg-w^  
= dad(cosP)d7 dkigdWjdWgdWgd^ j^g)]" 
.0(k^ k^2^  sin^ O^ )^ etk^ k^g^  sin^ 0(^ 2)3)* 
•r |<T>lX= - , a -S (zcn) 
U)^ = 
The next important change of variables replaces k^ ' (^2^ and U)^ by 
2 3 2  2  
the invariant masses squared 2^ "^34^ ""134 These variables will 
be seen to be given by: 
•"12 = " 1^ 12 
"I34 - (<"-<U,-^ 2>^  - 1^2 
2 2 2 
= CO - 2U)'jU2 + "12 
mj2^ = - 2w(u^ + . (2c. 12) 
It should be observed again that these variables are independent of the 
angle 't'(]2)3* This isolation of the angle between the plane of k^ and k2 
16 
and the plane of and simplifies the whole problem considerably. The 
system of equations given by equation (2c.12) can be inverted easily and 
the result is: 
I , 2^ 2 2, 
'"2 = *"2 -'"134) 
"3 ° ij(»'^ +'"3-'',2^ ) 
1 2 r 2_ 2_ 2_ 2 2 2^ . 
= +Vl^  ^+""3 +""4 '""'l2'"y"l24^ ) 
"12 - % 
These results have been written in a suggestive manner for future reference 
2 
where it will be helpful to introduce the functions of the variables 
2 
m^  ^and the particle masses: 
1^34 = ("^  + ">1^  + "^2 - '"iz + ""34 
2 2 2 2 2 
C,24 = w + - m^  ^ . (2c.14) 
These expressions are interchanged under the interchange of particle labels 
1«*4 and 2»»3- The Jacobian of the transformation defined by equation 
(2c.13) is easily computed to be (2(2m)^ kj2(mj2^ m^ )^) Thus the new form 
of the eight-fold distribution is given by: 
">12 "^ 34 
2 2 2 2 
-2m^ 2'"34 ~ 
o 2 2 
2'^ 34  ^J 
1/2 
(2c.13) 
17 
d\ih) = dQ:d(cos3)clY —J— • 
•dmj3^ dm^24 sin^B^^ aCkJk^ sîn^ ®(12)3^ 
.EI<1>1 /ki^ =-k,2"^ 3 
U)^  = W-W^ -Wg-W^  (2 c. 15) 
Before investigating the boundary conditions it is worth mentioning 
that coordinates of a vector in the body frames are determined by those in 
the spatial frame through the transformation R^ ,,(Y) Ry' (P) (CK) : 
Rzm(y) Ry.(P) Rz(«) = COSY s iny 0] 
-s iny cosy ol 
0 0 1 
cosP 0 -sinPl/ cosCK sino: 0 
0 1 0 I 1 -s i nCC cosOC 0 
,sinp 0 cGsP / \ 0 0 1 
COSY cosP cosCK - sinY sinCC cosy cosP sin# + sinY cosCC -cosY sinpl 
•sinY cosP cosCK - cos Y sino: -sinY cosP sinCK + cosy cosa sinY sinpj 
s i nP cosCC s i nP s i nCK cosp / 
(2c.16) 
In particular, the body frame components of a unit vector pointing in the 
spatial Z-direction are given by: 
((Z)^ ,,, f (Z)yiii» (Z)^ ,,, ) = (-COSY sinP, simy sing, cosp) . (2c. 17) 
D. The Boundary Conditions 
The study of the boundary conditions is important for determining the 
2 2 
ranges of the integrations that are to be performed over m and m ^ 
Aside from this, the study of the boundary conditions suggests convenient 
changes of variables that facilitate the integrations and the arguments of 
the boundary condition step functions are themselves important functions 
that will have to be integrated when definite forms of the T-matrix are 
18 
conjectured. The particle energies^ with the definitions of equation (2c.141 
are given by: 
"2 "2^ 
1 / 2 ^  2  2  \  
(»3 = 2^ (") +",3 -m ,2^) 
Using the function \(x,y,z) of Kallen: 
2 2 2 \(x,yjz) = X +y +z - 2xy-2xz-2yz (2d,2) 
it is easy to see that the momenta are given by: 
, 1  ^1/2,^  2 2 2v 
'"i = (C|34-m 13V 
1 - 1/2, 2 2 2. 
•<2 ° 134' '"2 > <" ) 
1 , 1/2, 2 2 _2\ 
^3 = 12V ""3 ' ) 
k4=^ \'^ '(':,24-'"',24' 
k,2 = ^  (u^) . (2d.3) 
The components of the three vectors k^, V.^ and 1<^ in the body frame are 
given by: 
19 
((^ 2^ x"' , (^ 2^ y"i '  ^^•*"k^ '^ l'^ 2 ®]2' J *^ 12" '^2 
((Vx"''^Vy""^Vz"'^ ^  (S ®(12)3 '=°" ^12)3'S ®(12)3 ' 
• sin 9(]2)3^'^3 ®(12)3^^ ° (2d.4) 
Also, cos 6^2 3nd cos ®Q2)3 expressed by: 
®12 " 2k^ ("^12 " "^1 "^2 ) 
9(12)3 ^  2k^7S " S ^ ° (2d.5) 
From equation (2d,5) it will be seen that the arguments of the boundary-
condition step-functions are: 
k;2k/ sin^ 9(12)3=" i ^("",2' V' ' (2d.6) 
By referring to equations (2d,3) and (2c.14) it will be seen that these two 
functions of the invariant masses transform into one another under the 
simultaneous interchange of labels 1--»4 and 2«-»3« For this reason only one 
of the boundary conditions needs to be investigated in detail. 
2 2 2 
The function k^ sin 8^^ will be investigated in detail. The 
2 
object is to factor it so that the roots of m^j^ are apparent. This will 
be done by using the simple identity: 
2 
X(z+x+y,xjy) = z -4xy (2d.7) 
20 
twice and identifying the expression: 
, ] s ^ 1/2, 2 2 2. (2d.8) 
Of course Is the momentum of either particle 1 or 2 in their combined 
2 2 
zero-momentum frame, using equations (2d.6), (2d.3) j and (2c. 14), [<2 
2 
sin 6j2 be written: 
sin^ 0,^ = - l-(-i) X.((2u)k,,)^, 
1 2  4^ 2u)' M 2' 
^ , 2 2 2\\ 
-2(u)^ +m2^ -m^ ^^ ) ((U^ +m^ -^m^ )^ -^ (^m^ -^mg^ -m^ g), 
2 2 2 
(^m^ 2V'"2 )) 
=• 
2, 2^ 2 2 • 
m^ 2(w +">2 -"'134) 
2  2  2  2  2 2 ' ^ ^  
+[(2u)kj2) +% r(2m^ 2''i2^  +4m,^ m^  ] 
'12' 2 
, 2 2 2. 
(u) +m2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
+ (2u)kj2) -HO [ (^'"12^12^ + 4m,,m, ] 
'122 
""12.^  
, 2 2. 
2 ("1] -^ 2 ) 
= (•^ ) [m,-.;. Ô— (w -"lo;.) ~ ^ 1^0/, + 2mk,^  % ]' 
'134 2m 
2 2. 1 
""34' " 2 134 
1 2 -
'12 m 
1 2  
12  
2 2 
""1 "*^ 2 7 ? 1 
'[- ?- (") +2^ :134 + 2Wk 
2m 12 
^12 2. 
12 ;;;^ - *134] 
(2d.9) 
21 
It would be natural, but quite unecessary, to make a great mess of algebra 
out of this derivation. The last step in equation (2d,9) is merely a 
2 2 2 
factorization of the quadratic expression in w followed by some 
simple shuffling of the terms. The argument of the other boundary-
condition step-function is given by: 
2 2 
2 2 2  ^ 0 ('^ •3 ) o 9 \ 
^,2^3 ["124' 2m,. 2 ' " l  2 ^  '  2 ^  1 2  
2 2 
m^ -m,. n P. In —mr 0 0 1 7.Li 0 
[-("i -m,2) + 2^ 124+^ '"l2 ^  • ""124^  ' 
211^ 4 ' ' ' "34 
The expression is obtained from g the interchange on particle 
labels 1<^4 and 2*»3 on the right hand side of equation (2d.8). It is the 
momentum of the particles in their combined zero-momentum frame. 
E. The Equal Mass Case 
When the four particle masses are equal there are some further simpli­
fications that merit observation. When ^ is efficient to 
define: 
- ^2 1 _ 
 ^- •"134 • 2 '=134 
= "nl - i S24 
"12 = - i C|34 
1, 2 .  2 2\ 
= 2(<" - m^ )^ 
22 
"34° - 2 '=124 
= Y • "<12 ""3^  ) • C2e. 1) 
With these changes the individual particle energies may be expressed in the 
important combinations: 
to J + #2 = 
03 j - (Ug = 2Ç/2(iJ 
U)^  + «3^  = 2a^ /^2u) 
2 - = -2Tl/2u) , (2e.2) w 
The arguments of the boundary-condition step-functions expressed in terms 
of § and T] are: 
k, V «,2= 
sin^ 6(12)3 = '^<^''12 
The problem of a resonance decaying to four charged pions meets the condition 
of equal masses exactly, so far as anyone knows. Even with neutral pions in 
the final state, it is legitimate to ignore their slightly lower mass as 
long as Bose statistics are imposed on both the momentum and isotopic spin 
dêpendenciês of the final stete wave function anyway. The theory is then 
approximate as well as phenomenologicalo The distributions will be calcu­
lated with the aid of the notation of equations (2e.1) and (2e,3)o This is 
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useful because odd functions in Ç or T| vanish when integrated over the 
symmetric limits. In the next section, the problem of isotopic spin 
coupling and Bose statistics will be investigated. 
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III. ISOTOPIC SPIN AND BOSE STATISTICS 
A. Coupling and Recoup!ing of Isotopic Spins 
The four isotopic spin one systems may be coupled together with 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients to isotopic spin zero in three different ways: 
2 
I:t,«-(t) ,jt It. (t) ,0 > = ^1^2 C(tt0;M.|J.'0) C(1 lt;|x 10, p.) • 
M- M-' 'C(ilt;P.^|j'^^M.') > . (3a.1) 
The three different states are those with t equal to 0,1, and 2. The 
symbol C(j ^jgj;m^m^m) is used by Rose (10)to denote the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is related to the Wigner 3j-
symbol by: 
J 1 ~ j p , j] Jo j\ 
c(j ^ (-) v2j + l (m^ m^-m) . (3a.2) 
Brink and Satchler (11) give tables of 3j~symbols while Rose tabulates the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients directly. A useful feature of the 3j-symbol 
is that two of its columns may be interchanged or the signs of the entries 
Ji"'" j 2"*"-^  
in the bottom row may be changed, if the symbol is multiplied by (-) 
Thus the state of equation (3a.1) becomes multipled by (-)^ under either 
interchange: 1**2 or 3*^ 4. 
To impose Bose statistics, it will be necessary to know how the state 
of equation (3a.1) is affected by all interchanges among the isotopic spin 
labels. One way to discuss this problem is in terms of vector analysis 
since the individual pions have isotopic spin 1. The problem has been 
treated in this way by Dotson, Nyborg and Good. Another way to treat the 
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problem îs with the use of Racah coefficients. The Racah coefficient 
W(abcd,ef) is designed to facilitate recoup!ings among three angular 
momenta and is defined by: 
C(2j'+i)(2j"+i)]'^^ wtjjjgjj,;]']") 
=  - <  j  p j 2 J 3 ( j " ) i j 2 ( j ^  •  ( 3 a . 3 )  
Of course the Racah coefficient sometimes enters into other problems, and 
is useful here because of its property: 
S C(2e+1) (2f+l) W(abcd;ef) C(bdf;P0<})) C(afc;a(])Y) 
f(p 
= S C(abe,Qp€) C(edc;eôY) . (3a.4) 
€ 
Using equations (3a,1) and (3a.4) and the fact that C(tt0,mm*0) is equal to 
(-)^ ""ôm^-m'(2t+iy"'^^ it is not difficult to show that: 
y t+f 1/2 
> = ^  (-) [(2f+l) (2t+l)] W(ll 11;tf)' 
y ^  1 /2  
= g (-)^C(2g+l)(2t+l)] W(ll ll;tg). 
• ^ • (3a.5) 
The Racah coefficients required for the subsequent discussion are: 
W(1111;0f) = (-)^"V3 
W(llll;lf) = (-)^"'^[4-f(f+l)J/12 
W(lin;2f) = 4/(2-f)l (3+f)i (3a.6) 
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The first two of these results are tabulated by^ Rose and by Brink and 
Satch1er. The third result has been specialized from a more general 
algebraic formula given by Brink and Satchler. 
There is one linear combination of states in the different intermediate 
couplings that is completely symmetric in the isotopic spin labels. Let 
be the coefficients for the three values of t and consider the 
expans ion: 
A completely symmetric state |q: > can be acheived by setting A^ equal to 
zero and choosing A^ and A^ so that the coefficient for f = 1 In the second 
form of equation (3b.1) also vanishes. The isotopic spin states of equation 
(3a.l) are orthogonal for different values of t so the completely symmetric 
normalized isotopic spin state |a > is determined by: 
B, Type 1 - The Completely Symmetric Isotopic Spin State 
|a > = ^  A^  ljt^ «^ (t),jt3it^ (t),0 > 
= f I t (-)^'^^[(2f+l)(2t+l)]^^^ W(U]];tf)A^} • 
• Iît^ it2(f),jt2it2+(f),0 > (3b. 1) 
|a: > = A^ jït^ jt2(0),ît2^ (^0),0 > + fQ > 
A /•i3 - nTs A./^ r} = 0 . 
o z 
(3b.2) 
Solving the equations for A^ and A^ results in •J~5/3 and 2/3 respectively. 
The state [a > may be expanded in terms of ^ explicit evaluation 
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of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The result of this is: 
|a>= 
Jf5 
j+ — + — > + 1+ — — + > +1 — + + — > 
^ 1 —  +  • • + > + ] +  +  • -  — > + j —  —  +  + >  
j+ — 0 0 > +1 — + 0 0 +1 0 0 + — > +1 0 0 ~ + > 
+  1  +  0  -  0  >  + 1  -  0  +  0  >  + 1  0  +  0 -  > + l  0 - 0 + >  
+  1  0  +  " "  o >  +  j o  ~  +  0 > + ]  +  0  0  —  > + j —  0  0 + >  
+3 1 0 0 0 0 > _ . (3b.3) 
Since the isotopic spin state |o; > is already completely symmetric, the 
state of four pions that obeys Bose statistics of type 1 is: 
= A(k^ ,k2,k^ ,k^ ))o:> (3b.4) 
where n^ust be invariant to interchanges among the momenta 
and exhibits the spin and parity of the resonance. The probability that 
four pions in the state |Yy> will be observed with two positive charges 
with momenta k^ and k^ and two negative charges with momenta k^ and kj^ is: 
 ^|<f;:r'*"(k^ ),3t"^ (k2),« IT| r >| ^ 
S , _ ^ + /T* \ +/T» \ ""/T* \ " /T* \ l.„ ^ I 2 
4 
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|A(k,,kg,l(2j'i<2^ ) 1^  + (A(l<p1c2,1c2^ T^<2) 1 + 1 
+ iacEj.V'^ , .1^ 2)1^  
= SlACUp-Rj.TSj,^ )! /15 (3b.5) 
The sum over f denotes a sum over final states, not to be confused with 
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intermediate couplings, and is accomplished with the aid of equation (3b,3). 
The calculation is just as trivial for final states with two charged pions 
and no charged pions. it will be seen that the branching ratio for type 1 
is: 
b.r.(4 charged/2 charged/0 charged) = 8/4/3 . (3b.6) 
C. Type 2 - The Mixed Symmetry Isotopic Spin States 
There are two more independent isotopic spin states to be considered 
besides ja >. These states are necessarily antisymmetric to some inter­
changes and it will be shown that the two states themselves are interchanged 
under some permutations of the particle labels. Since some antisymmetry is 
inevitable, the two states |P > and jy > will be taken to be pure t = 1 
and pure f = 1 states, respectively. The parameters and for the 
state l'y >are determined from the set of equations: 
(1/3)A^ +(lX3)A^ +(n/5/3)A2 = 0 
(lAr3)A^ +(l/2)Aj -(/5/2/3)A2 = 1 
6/5/3)-(n/5/2/3)A^ + 1/6 Ag = 0 . (3c. 1) 
Solving this set of equations results in values of l//3j 1/2, and -^5/2/3 
for A^,A^, and A^, respectively. Thus the two states under consideration 
are: 
l 7 > =  ^  
= 1/^3 Ijt^n2(0),at^rt^(0),0 > 
+ l/2ln^Jt2(l) ,Jt2«^(l) ,0 > 
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-sTs/a/s ' (3c. 2) 
The states ](% >, |3 >, and |y > are linearly independent of one another, 
and |q: > is orthogonal to > and [y >. It is worth noting that: 
|P > - 1y > = 
- I//3  ^
+ 1/2 1) ,3t^jt^(l) ,0 > 
+ V5/2/3 \n^-K^(,l) ,Q > 
(3C.3)  
The last step in equation (3c.3) is made by noticing that the coefficients 
in |P > - IY > differ from those in 1y ^  itself by a factor of -(-)and 
comparing the result with equation (3a.5)j the point of these observations 
is that the effect of interchanging particle labels on the states > and 
IY > may now be specified. Let tjj be an operator acting on the isotopic 
labels that interchanges particles i and j. Then the complete set of such 
transpositions is: 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
12 IP > = - IP > 12 1Y > = - |P > + 1Y ^  
13 IP > = IP > - 1Y> 13 1Y > = - IY> 
14 IP > = IY> 14 1Y > = 1P> 
23 IP > = IY> 
t 
23 
1Y > = 1P> 
24 IP > = IP > - !Y> 
t 
24 
IY> = - IY> 
34 IP > = 
- |P > 
''34 IY> = - |P > + LY > (3C .4 )  
For future reference it may be noted that the transpositions are determined 
by the following facts: first that |3 > is antisymmetric to the interchange 
\<r*2 and to the interchange second that |P > is symmetric to the 
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simultaneous interciiange of 1**3 and third that > is equal to 
1Y >; and finally that equal to |p > - I7 >. 
It is obvious that Bose statistics cannot be satisfied with the states 
|P > and 1y> by themselves. Let B (kj j and C(k^  be two 
functions of the particle momenta with the same properties under the 
interchange of the particle labels as |P > and jy >, respectively. Then a 
general linear combination of the states iP > and I7 > using the functions 
B and C as coefficients, apart from an over-all normalization factor, is: 
= B(k^ ,k2,k^ ,k^ )(|p > + X lY>) 
+C(k^,kg,k^,k^)(y|p > + z |y>) .  (3c.5)  
Requiring | to be symmetric under the interchange 2**3 leads to z = 1 and 
X = y, and then requiring | to be symmetric under ]-**2 determines 
X = -1/2. Thus the state of type 2 is given by: 
= B(k^,k2,kyl<^)(|P> -  1/2 \y>) 
(- 1/2 |P> + |y>) 
— 1/4(6(k^,kgjk^, k^^) + C(k^, kg,k^,k^^)  ( |p > + 1Y 
+3/4(B(i<^ ,kg,l<^ ,k^ ) - C0<pT<2,l<2^ 4^)) dP > " It >) • (3c.6) 
By referring to equations (3c.2) and (3a.1), and tables of the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, the state can be expanded in terms of | 
It is some small iivîng in this to write ^1234 ® shapthsnd for 
B(kj,k2'^ 3'\) C(kp1<2,l<2>\). Collecting coefficients with the same 
set of charges, |may be written: 
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|''2> = ];73 
^^1234 " 2C]234 )(!+ + - 0 2> +|— - ++>) 
+ (^1234 C]224)(|+ --+>+!- + + ->) 
+(-28^234 + ^ 1234^ - + ->+!- + -+>) 
^^1234 ~ ^ ^1234)>+|-+oo >+|oo+- >+loo-+>) 
^^^1234 234^ ( 1+00- >+] 0-+0 >+( 0+-0 >+| -00+ >) 
+ (-2Bj22i|. "*• 1^234)^ )^ "^^  >+j-0-0 >+| 0+0->+j 0-0+>) 
(3C.7) 
The probability that four pions in the state |Y2> will be observed with two 
positively charged particles with momenta and snd two negatively 
charged particles with momenta "fc^ and T<^ is: 
2 
S l<f; «"^ (k,) jn"*"(k2),it"(k2),ît"(k^ ) lTlr>r 
= f l<f; it'*"(kp jit"^ (k2)^ « Ckg),«"(k^ ) |Y^ r 
48 
1(^19.4 - +|B 
+ 1B 
1234 "1234' 
+ C |2 
1342 ^1342' 
3412 " ^ ^4121 
1^3124 ^3124! 
[1'"^ ®1324 1^324! "^ '"^ 3^142 Sl42'_J 
= « 1® 8 '"1234 " ^^12341 (3C.8) 
The last step in equation (3c.8) is made by using equation (3c.4) since 
8)234 ^1234 have the same properties under interchange of particle labels 
as > and jy >. The probability that the four pions in the state 1^2 > 
will be observed with a positive and negative pion with momenta k^ and k2 
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and two neutral pions with momenta and 1<^ is: 
2 l<f; lTlr>l^ 
= f l<f; (T^2),fr°(T^g),jr°(T^4) >1^ 
J_ 
48 
1234"^''1234' •*"'®2I34"^^2I34' •^i®34l2"^^34l2' •*"l®342r^S421 
1342"^^ 13421 •*"1®3214'*"^32141 •*•1® 3I24'^ 3^124' "*"1®234I"*'''2341 ' 
11 1324"*"^ 1324' '*"I"^ ®23I4"*"''2314! •^ l^ ®3i42"*'Sl42l •^ ''^ ®324i"*"''324l L 
^1234 " ^ ^1234' (3C.9) 
Again, the last step is made by extensive use of the symmetry properties of 
®1234 ^1234* state of type 2 does not admit four neutral pions at 
all, so the branching ratio is: 
b.r. (4 charged/2 charged/o charged) = 1/2/0 (3c.10) 
The functions B(k^ and C(T<^ must have the conjectured 
spin and parity of the resonance as well as the symmetry properties discussed. 
It has been shown that the distribution for type 2 is determined by the 
—• 2 
function of momenta ] B ^ whereas for type 1 the 
distribution is determined by | A(T<^ | In the next two sections 
the simplest suitable functions will be integrated over the two invariant 
2 2 
masses m^^^ and m^g^ for the four scalars and the four vectors. 
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IV. SCALAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Preliminary Remarks 
Since the scalar distributions are necessarily isotropic^ the integra­
tion over Euler angles can be performed without loss of information. Since 
the equal mass case applies, the integrations will be performed with the 
2 2 
change of variables from snd m^g^ to | and T]. Thus the distributions 
are given by: 
• JJdldTl f 1<1> 1 ^ /k2^ =-T<^  2"^ 3 
u)^ =u)-u) ^ (4a. 1) 
where the limits of the integrations are from -2wkj2 2^"^! 2 + 2mk^ ^  2^'^12 
for g and from +2iuk^2 distributions 
2 2 
will be expressed in terms of ^ and m^^ instead of m^g ^nd as in 
equation (4a.1) because of the simple geometry of the Goldhaber triangle. 
The sum over final states has been performed in the previous section, for 
type 1 : 
S 1<1>1^= 1A(T^,,T<2,1<3.\)1^ (4a.2) 
and for type 2: 
S 1<T>1^= -2C(Tcj,1^ 2^T^ 3,T<^ )1^  . (4a.3) 
Constant factors will be ignored in Z|<T>| , essentially because this 
involves the coupling constant for the decay. If coupling constants were 
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knownJ then presumably something of the form of the T-matrix would also be 
known, and this approach would not be required. The procedure followed 
here will be to drop constant factors from the functions of momenta 
A(l<^ and B(l<^ after conservation 
of momentum has been imposed. The constant factors already included in 
equation (4a.1) will be retained. The simplest functions for a given spin 
and parity will be taken to be those with the simplest combination of the 
momenta with that spin and parity combined with the simplest functions of 
the energies required by the symmetry. 
P + 
B. Distributions for J =0 
For type 1 the simplest function A(O^) which is a true scalar and which 
is completely symmetric in the four momenta is just a constant. The constant 
is taken to be unity here so: 
2 
d^  R(4,,O"*") = ^  *^ 12 1^2 ''34 ° (^ b.l) 
it will be noticed that this distribution vanishes on all three boundaries 
of the Goldhaber triangle and is uniform in the angle 'î^ (]2)3° 
For type 2 the dependence on the momenta is no longer trivial. With the 
criterion of simplicity stated above, the functions involved are: 
6(0"^ ) = 
0(0*^ ) = • (4b. 2) 
it may be verified easily that these functions have the correct symmetry 
properties and: 
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B(o"^) - 20(0"^ ) = 
-2(m^-uy) 
1 —2 1 2 1 
12""34^  
(4b.3) 
The integrations over Ç and T] are not difficult and the distribution is 
given by: 
'''"l2'''"3i('"l'(12)3 '*12 ""12 ''34' 
(«,2-«34) 
-2/3(a|2-aj^ )^  (Zmk,;)^  
2 2 
(4b. 4) 
Since 0:]2"^34 '^ equal to 2"'^34^ the first two terms in equation (4b.4) 
vanish along the line bisecting the right angle of the Goldhaber triangle., 
Near the diagonal boundary^ where ^ small, the type 2 distribution will 
show a trough along the line g ~ the type 1 distribution, this 
case is uniform in the angle 'l^^]2)3* 
p 
C. Distributions for J =0 
The pseudoscalar functions must be a triple product in the momenta 
multipled by appropriate functions of the energies. For type 1, the function 
A(0 ) is rather complicated because the triple product is antisymmetric. 
Consider the vectors: 
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Va = kjU)^  + kgWg + 
V^ = TZ^WgW^w^ + + T^^tu^iu^tu^ + . (4c. ]) 
These vectors are the simplest three which are nonvanishing and completely 
symmetric in the momenta. The third vector could also be constructed 
with the cubes of the energies, but it doesn't matter which one is used in 
the present development. A pseudovector can be constructed by forming the 
cross-product x 17After imposing conservation of momentum this is 
found to be: 
Vg X Vj^  = X "lc2(ui^ -u)2) (wg-w^ ) 
-Tc^  X (u)^  -ta^) (u)^  -tu^ ) 
X . (4c. 2) 
A pseudoscalar may then be formed by taking the dot product with VThis 
results in: 
A{0 ) = \t^  X 
= Icj X 1<2 ' 1<2 -Wg) (W] -W^ ) ' 
• . (4c. 3) 
This function for the pseudoscalar of type 1 was given by Gell-Mann (12). 
The pseudoscalar function of type 1 is one of the more complicated 
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ones dealt with in this treatment. The triple product has a simple form. 
It will be seen from equations (2d.4) and (2e.3) that: 
' 1 2  
"^ 12 (2co)^  
P 
'12 m 12  
T(2u)k ^\2 -2.1/2 12 m 
34 
)" - r]"' sin<l (12)3 (4c. 4) 
After changing variables with the aid of equation (2e.2), the energy factor 
of equation (4c.3) becomes: 
(lu^ -mg) (U)^ -U32^ ) (Wj-uj^ ) (u)^ -iu^ ) (tug-m^ ) (Wg-u]^ )^ 
= 2^ (^ )^  5 'nr(Q:,,-a,j'' -2(a,,-a,j2(ç^ -Hl^ ) + (çW)^ ]. (4c.5) 
12^ 34' '12 "34' 
Thus the integrand for the integrations over § and 1] is: 
§v 
(^ 12*^ 34) 
8 
-4 
+2 (a^ 2-a^ )^^ (3ç^ +2ç^ Tl^ +3'n^ ) 
-4 (0^ 12-^ 3^4) ^ 
_+ (Ç®-4§S^ +6çV-4ç^ +^'n^ ) _ 
sin^ $ (12)3 
(4c.6) 
The integrations are performed with the aid of the simple formula: 
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, r 2 2^ 2n 
J dx [a - X J X = 
-a 
4a 2n+3 
(2n+l)(2n+3) (4c.7)  
Therefore the distribution for the pseudoscalar of type ] is given by: 
. ,8 2 k 7p 5p 5 ^ 
d R(4,,0 ) = —^  dm,2dm 4d*(,2) rY" 1^2)3" 
(2œ)  ^ ' "^ 12'^ 34 
(1/3^ -5^ ) (a^ 2-°=34)^  
+ (2/5-7)(a,2-ajij)''(2<Bl<|2)'*-
I/I2n4 . 2 ,^12x2,^34x2 1 ^34x4^ 
- (4/5-9)(Q:,2-«3z^ )^ (2u)k^ 2^ '^ 
+ (2ajkj2) 8 •(^)^(^)^ 
3-5'11-13^^^2 5'7-9»irmj2' 
7^ *9^  f"l2 '34 
64,8 
12 ""34 
! (-^) 
_3-5-n'13^4^ 
(4c.8) 
This distribution is noticeable by the strong tendency for k^ and k2 to lie 
in a plane perpendicular to the plane of and kj^. A depression, at small 
along the line ni]2""'34 the Goldhaber triangle !s caused by the 
factors of 2'^34^ and the distribution vanishes much faster at the 
boundaries of the triangle than do the scalar distributions. 
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For type 2j it is again convenient to construct a pseudovector first. 
It is easy to see that the pseudovectors: 
b(l^) = Tc^  x - 1<^  x 
- kg x t<^ + 1<2 x 
C(l^ ) = X X T<^ (tu^ -u)/^ ) 
- T<2 X iZ^ Cwg-u)^ ) + X (4c. 9) 
possess the correct properties under interchange of the momenta. imposing 
conservation of momentum and dropping a constant factor of -3, the pseudo-
vector distribution is governed by: 
b(l^) - 2c(1^) = 1<^ x 1<2((u|-u)2) 
+k^ x 1<^ 
+k2 X k^CcD^-cu^) . (4c. 10) 
The pseudoscalar functions may be formed by contracting the vectors of 
equation (4c.9) with a completely symmetric vector, namely, Vg of equation 
(4c.l) as this does not affect their symmetry properties. Imposing conser­
vation of momentum, it will be seen that the pseudoscalar distribution of 
type 2 is governed by: 
B(0~) - 2C(0 ) = T<j*T<2 X k^(m^-u)2) (m^-u)^) . (4c. 11) 
A constant factor of 2 has been dropped in arriving at equation (4c.11). 
The function that must be integrated is given by: 
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|B(0") - 2C(0")1^ 
. 6%%: sln^ *(,2)2 . (4c.]2) 
Thus the pseudosca1ar distribution is given by: 
o  2 
° ?^7(âd *"l2^*34^f(l2)3 *(I2)3' 
k 7p 5p 5 
.VÎl^îit . (4c., 3) 
'*12'*34 
Like the type 1 distribution, there is a strong tendency for 'P(]2)3 be 
near it/2. The depression at 45° on the Goldhaber plot is not present in 
the type 2 distribution. 
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Vo VECTOR DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Preliminary Remarks 
The vector distributions will be exhibited in five-dimensional form. 
The unpolarized distribution and the distribution for zero spin-projection 
along the spatial Z-axis will be calculated. Since the body coordinates 
of the spatial Z-axis do not depend on OLj integrations are to be performed 
symmetry type will be exhibited in five-dimensional form. The sum of the 
two distributions for a given parity and symmetry type applies to produc­
tion of the resonance and a single pion in the forward or backward direc­
tion when production takes place equally from the four initial spin states 
of protons bombarded by antiprotons. The integrations are most efficiently 
2 2 
performed with the aid of the change of variables from m^^^ and to § 
and T). Thus, referring to equation (2c. 15) ^ it will be seen that the 
distributions to be calculated have the form: 
over m 
d^ R(4) = —^ —- d (cos P) 
2^ (2u))3 
1 ""2 ""3 
(5a.1) 
For type 1 the two cases are: 
(5a.2) 
and 
1^ 2' 3' 4' 
(5a.3) 
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For type 2 the integrands in equation (5a.1) will be: 
•CB'''0;,,-R2.'E3.\) - 2t'(l<,,lc2,l?3.ïi,)) (5a.4) 
and 
(Z |<-d>|^)^=|[-BCK,.i;2,T<3,-E4) - . (5a.5) 
The practice of dropping constant multipliers from these functions after 
has been set equal to be followed again. 
p 
B. Distributions for J = 1 
The vector distribution for type 1 is derived from the simplest 
completely symmetric vector which is: 
(^1 ) = 2^*^ 2  ^ ~ (5b. 1 ) 
The sum of the momenta without the energy factors is symmetriCj but zero, 
so equation (5a.6) is the simplest suitable non-trivial vector. It is 
convenient to express 7^(1 ) in terms of its components in the body frame. 
After setting equal to ~T<]2~^3 using equations (2d.4) and (2d.5) and 
the change of variables of equation (2e.2), the result is: 
P, 
(7^ (1 )) 
* "•34C(2<"k,2 cos 
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a ( r))y.M 2 «>34C(2a.k|2 sin 
k, 2 (2u)) 
(Ad')). Ill 
k, 2(2m)^  
(2o,k,2) #,2-»^ )^' 
_ - v'l (5b.2) 
The unpolarized distribution is given by the sum of the squares of 
these terms. Integration over § and 7] causes the cross term from the X'" 
2 2 
component to vanish. The coefficients of cos '?(]2)3 sin 'l'(i2)3 
the same so these terms add together and the dependence of the distribution 
on ^'(]2)3 out. Thus the unpolarized distribution is given by: 
•[(2^ 3-5) (20))^  Cm, 
(«12 - V 
-(2'/3)(«.2-«34)[«12(^)S'.(^)'] 
1 . 
(5b.3) 
Now the vector ^  may be converted to a spherical basis and the part with 
zero angular momentum along the Z-axis is just ^ (1 )*Z. The components of 
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the unît vector in the spatial Z-direction were given by equation (2c.17) 
so; 
2 A (  1  )  •  z  =  +  
-Ô m [(2tuk I cos 7 sin p 
k,2(2a)) "^ 12 
k,2(2u))' "^ 34—12 
p 
[ (2mk^^ 11 cos (9(]2)3'*^^ sin P 
kj2(2u))^  
(Q:,2-«34) 
cos p 
(5b.4) 
The cross terms in the square of this quantity all contain odd powers of § 
or T1 or both and so they do not contribute to the distribution after the 
integrations are performed. Thus, keeping track of the origin of the terms 
in equation (5b.3) it will be seen that the distribution when the resonance 
decays from an eigenstate of spin projection zero along the z-axis is: 
d(cos p) dy <i"',2<'"'3i,<"l'(i2)3'"l^ î2''34 " 
[(2^/3-5)(2m)^ m 2/12x4 ( ) cos 7 sin P 12\m 12  
+ sin^ p 
34 
(12)3 
(0,2-034) 
+ 2^ /3 (o!,2-a34)la,2(;~)^ -o:,i,(7;^ )^ ] 
12  "34 34 
5 12 12  ^ ^^ ,""12' "^^ 34'  ^ "^^ 34 _ 
cos^ P], 
(5b.5) 
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If an integration is performed over m^2 m^^ that is, over the 
2 2 2 
Goldhaber triangle, the coefficients of cos y sin P and cos ('{'(12)3 
2 
sin P wi11 be equal. 
For the vector distribution of type 2, the simplest vectors with the 
required symmetry are: 
Êî(1 ) = (T<j-T<2) + (T<2"^ 4Hu)^ -a)2) 
t( ) ) = (T<^ -1<^ ) (u)2-tu^ ) + (Wj-Wg) (5b.6) 
Imposing conservation of momentum, dropping a factor of 2, and shuffling 
some terms, it is seen that 
•§(1 ) - 2t(1 ) = 7^ (1 ) - T(]2(W]+W2"W2-u)4) ( 5 b . 7 )  
Thus, in the body frame, B(l") - 2'£(l~) differs from X(l ) only in the 
third term: 
0(1") - 1 
i<j 2(200) 
(2u)k^  g) 
k^ 2 (2u)) 
[3(2u)l<^ 2) (^ 12-^ 34)] 
k,2(2(0)^  
(2u)k^ 2) (""2(Q:^ 2"'^ 34)) 
( 5 b . 8 )  
Thus the desired distributions for type 2 are rather easily obtained from 
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those of type 1: 
d(cos p)dYdm,2dm^ d^$(,2)3'<jP,2P;!. 
• [(2^/3-5) ( 2 m)+ '"3^^;^)''] 
't(a,2-«3^ )^  
.(2V3)(a,2-a3,)[a,2(^)'-
and: 
"34 
d'R('t,2'')o = PidTdmizdm^ d^qi^ izj^ kizPlzPst' 
(5b.9) 
[(2^ 3-5) (2(1))^  m 2/I2x4 2 I2L ( ) cos Y s in P 
12  
+ cos^ ((t)^ ,,^ ,+7) sin% 
34 
(12)3 
- «34(%)'] 
+t^  15 f~) "'- f-" 1 •)«, t (%^ ) ^ (r^ ) ^+|-a, L (r^ ) '* 
12 V 5 
cos p] . 
(5b.10) 
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The difference between the type 1 and type 2 vector distributions is not 
dramatic. It may be difficult to distinguish between them unless the 
data fits the criterion for adding the unpolarized and Z-component of 
angular momentum zero distributions in which case the coefficient of 
2 
cos P compared to the coefficients of the other terms would make the 
distinction. 
P + 
C. Distributions for J = 1 
For type 1, the pseudovector A(1^) has been determined in connection 
with the discussion of the type 1 pseudoscalar distributions. It is given 
by: 
= l<j X 1<2 -lUg) 
+ 1<J X (W]-U)^ ) (oDj-CU^ ) (to^ -co^ ) 
+ 1<2 X 1<2 • (5c. 1) 
The vector T<j x points in the body Y'" direction. The body components 
of T<^ X T<^ are: 
(i^ l  ^ " 2 12) 3) 2"*^  ^-(Ug) s I ni{) ^  ^  ^
•^ 12 
(l<, X ly)y,„  ^(((^ ((^ sine^ )^ 
2ki2 
+ 2 ("^1 ' "^(12)3^ (k^+w^-wg) cosi;)^ ^ 2) ^ 
^Kj2 
X  ^^'^ i'^ 2®'"®12^  ^ '^ 12S^ '"®(12)3^ '^"''^ (12)3 (5c.2) 
k^2 
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The body components of 1<2 x Tc^ are given by: 
(1^ 2 ^  SK'" = - (k,2k3s;n8(,2)2)(k,2 - (œ^  - s in^ ,^2)3 
*12 
(1<2 X k^ ) y,,, 
2k 
^ (kjkgSinGjg) (k,2 + (œ^.- œ^)) 
12 
2k 
2 2*^ 3®'"®(12)3^  ^ "^ 12 " ("^ 1 " °^^ (^12)3 
1 2  
(î?^  x (k,k sine,-) (k._k sine,,_\_)s il 2 ""3/2"' ~ .2 V^,-2='"*I2/\^12"3 (12)3' Y^]2)3 . (5c 
*12 
The components of X(l^) in the body frame, with the substitutions of 
equation (2e.2) are found to be: 
(%(]+)) = + 
* " k,2(2m)^  
[(Zwk,, ^ ) - T] ] 12 m ^ ^  
(2(1+)) 
(2(uk^  2)^ (0^ -^0:^ )^^  
L  -  ( 2 w k , 2 ) 2  ^ 2  
•n sin9(,2)3 
(2wk, 2)^(0, 
- (Zwk,;)^  5^  
+ :(2(.k,2)^  - 2^ 1,(a,2-"3lt'] H'J 
ks 
12 
(Zwkjg) (^ 12^ 3^4^  
+ [(Zwkjg): - 23o!^ (^o:^ _^o:^ )^] 
L - (2a)k^2>^ 
% GOs9(,2)3 
(Ad"")). Ill 
k, 2(2m)S 12  
P 
12 m 
34 
(a^ 2"®34) Ç'H s'"9(]2)3 (5c.4) 
The unpolarized distribution is derived by integrating the sum of the 
squares of the components over § and T]. The cross term in the square of 
the second component integrates out to zero. Thus the unpolarized distri­
bution is given by: 
23* 
^unpol ^  (2^) 5 d(cosP) dy dm,2dm24d9(,2)3 1^12 ^12 ^ 34 
•[m 
34 
(1/3.5)(a,2-34)' 
+(2/3^ .5) (a, 2-^ 34^  (2*^ 12^  2^ 1^2-^ 34^  ^  ^
- (2/5-7) (Zwkjg) ^(a, 2-^ 34) ^  ^
34 
+( 1 /3 • 5^ ) [ (2ajk, 2) ^+2^ a| 2 (a, 2-«3l,) ] ^  ^
-(2/3-5-7) (2wk,2^r(2»>l<,2)2("l 2-"ih>^ ^'•1^^^ 
p 
+(1/7-9) (2a)k,2)^ (^ )® 
34 
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+ m 
12  
+(2/3^ -5) (a, 2-0:31,) (Zcuk12) J '''•1^  ^^ 
- ( 2/5 • 7) ( 2iBk 12) ^ (a, 2-0:34) ^  ^
+(,/3-5")[(2mk,2)'.2\^ (a,2<.34)]\^ )\^ )'* 
- (2/3• 5-7) (2.k, 2)'[ {2<„k,,) 2-23a3^ (a,2-a3^ )] (^ ) ^^ ) 2 
+ (l/7-9)(2a)k )^ (-^ )^  
i-i m,2 
P P 
+ (2V3^ '5^ )mj2 "1^ 4 • (5c.5) 
'12 34 m,2' '*24 (12)3-
When the resonance decays from the eigenstate with angular momentum zero 
along the Z-axis, the function which must be squared and integrated is: 
4(1+) "Z = 
2m Ï4 
k,2(2w)* 
2 ^ 
( 2(uk ^ 2) (^  ^ 2~^ 34^  
+[ (2u)k^ 2) ^+2^ 0!]2(Q!^  2~^ 3k^  
LR (2WK,2)^ TL^ 
T] sin(YH{)(j2) 3 )sinP 
2m.2 P]? 2 2 
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+[ ( 2wk,g)g-o:^^)] 
Ç s i nY s i n3 
2^]./2, 
•(Q!^ 2""34) 5^ 1 sin(p^ j2)3 (5c.6) 
In the square of this expression, all of the cross terms are odd functions 
of Ç or Tj or both. The cross terms therefore drop out of the integration 
and the process of integrating is the same as followed in deriving 
equation (5c.5). Therefore the distribution for decay from the state with 
the Z-component of angular momentum equal to zero is: 
(2w) ']2'""3if°'''(12)3 12 ^ 12 ^ 34 
d^ R(4j ^  ^ d(cosP)dY dmjpdm^ d^g^ T.t. k,:^  P, 
,4,^ 34^ 4 
[m 
'34 
(1/3.5) (0,2-0,4) (;j^0 
+(2/3^ -5) («, 2-«34AOk, 2) 2 (a, J (^ ) ^ '* 
-(2/5-7) (2mk,2)2(a,2-a3^ )^ )^^  
P P 
-(2/3-5'7) (2u}kj2) C(2(ukj2) +2^ 0!,g]2'^ 34)^  
p 
+(1/7*9) (2u)k )^ (-^ )® 
_ I ^  - — 
sin^p-
• s I n^ ('y+' 
(12)3 ) 
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+ m 
12 
(1/3-5) 
+(2/3^ -5) (a,2-"}k> 2)  ^
2/12.6 
-(2/5*7) (2u)kj2) 
+(1/3- 5^)C(2a)k, 2) ^ -2^o:^i,(a, z-a,,,)] ^  (^)''(^)'' 
- (2/3.5.7) (2«,k,2)'[ (2mk,,)"-2\^ (a,2-=;^ )] ' 
P 
+(1/7'9)(2wk 
- "^ 12 
s i • 
. 2 
•s I n Y 
+ (2^/3'-5')n.,^ ( 2 m)"(a,^\I(,2)gCos'p] .  
(5C.7) 
If an integration is performed over the Goldhaber triangle, the coefficients 
2 2 2 2 
of sin ^ and sin 7sin 3 will be equal. 
For the pseudovector of type 2, the simplest functions were discussed 
in connection with the pseudoscalar of type 2. Equation (4c.10) shows 
that the pseudovector distribution is obtained by squaring and integrating: 
t{\*) - 2t(\*) = 1<, xl<2 ((Uj-cUj) 
(5c. 8) 
The components of this pseudovector in the body frame are: 
C§(l"*")-2t(l'*"))^ „ = + [^(2u3kj2 "H sinp(,2)3 
(2m) "34 
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0(,+)-2C(,+))^ ,„ = -
y (2u)) 
2m . P 
[ (2u)k 
(2cu) " '"34 12 ™:*(,2)3 
(B(l"^ )-2"e(l"*")),,„ = 0 (5c.9) 
Equation (5c.9) shows that the pseudovector distribution of type 2 is of a 
rather simple sort. The cross term in the square of the second component 
integrates out, as usual. The unpolarized distribution is given by: 
3 
<L®R(4,2L'^)U„PO, = <i(cosP)dY dm,2)3:^ ,1 "",2 
2 
34 
2 
12 
(5c.10) 
The component of "§(l'*")-2TÎ(l"*^) along the spatial Z-axis is given by: 
(B(l+)-2C'(l+)).Z = - M 
( 2 )^2 sinM(,2)3)-
• sinp 
+ [(2wk sinY sing . 
(2w)^  "^ 12 
(5c.ll) 
The distribution for the resonance decaying from its eigenstate of zero 
angular momentum along the Z-axis is: 
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d^ R(4,2l'')o 
23. 
W" dm, 2  ^({1^^2)3 '<]2 ^12 V 
(1/3'5)m^  ^ s'"^(7+^(12)3) 
p  
+ (l/3°5)m^ 2 ("JJ")^  sin% sin^ P (5c.12) 
2 2 2 
It will be noticed that the coefficients of sin (y+il) Q 2) 3^ ^  ^ and sin y 
2 
sin P are the same in this distribution, after integration over m^^ snd 
m^^' The type 2 distributions are much simpler than the type 1 distribu­
tions when the resonance is a pseudovector. The type 1 distributions show 
the trough along near the diagonal boundary of the Goldhaber 
triangle. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The simplest distributions for the decay of an isotopic singlet 
resonance into four pions have been calculated. The calculations have 
one. The vector and pseudovector distributions have been calculated 
assuming first that the resonance is produced unpolarized and second that 
it is in the eigenstate with the Z-component of angular momentum equal to 
zero. 
If the resonance is produced with a single extra pion in proton-
antiproton annihilation, and if the resonance is produced with good 
statistics in the backward or forward direction, then the data should be 
tested for anisotropy In the zero-momentum frame of the resonance. The 
c c 
sum of d (^(4)unpol for the four types of vector distributions 
apply when the resonance is produced in the forward or backward direction 
if production takes place equally from the four initial spin states. If 
there is such anisotropy, the spin of the resonance is not zero. To test 
for spin one, the data can be .compared with the distributions: 
been performed for each parity and symmetry type for spin zero and spin 
unpol+o d(cosP) dydlj) 
unpol+o d(cosP)dYl{) 
unpol+o 
(l+cos p) 
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d^R(4,2) ')unpo1+o d(cosP)dYd(])^j2)3 [l+l/2(sin^7+sin'(Y + (l) • 
(6.1) 
The most practical final state is 2jt 2jt because each decay product leaves 
a track. Figure 4 shows how the angles ^ (12)3' and y are defined for 
this case. It will be easy to differentiate between positive and negative 
parity for spin one. The distinction will also be clear between the two 
p + 
symmetry types for J =1 . if the distribution fits that for 1 , the 
constants a, a', bj and b' can be calculated and differentiation between 
the two symmetry types may be possible. 
If the resonance is not produced significantly in the forward or 
backward directions, or is produced in a final state with six or more 
pions, then recourse will be made to the isotropic distributions. The 
eight isotropic distributions for each parity and symmetry type for spins 
zero and one can be examined for dependence on the angle $^]2)3 ^ ^^ween 
the plane of the and the plane of the 2jt . The distributions for both 
P + -
symmetry types for J =0 and 1 are independent of the angle $(12)3* The 
remaining distributions are: 
dR(i.,,0-) = sin^ lf(|2)3 <"P(|2)3 
dR(4,20") = sin^()(|2)3 d*(,2)3 
='"^ '''(12)3^  ''^ 12)3 
'""'''2'^ 'unpol ° dO(|2)3 . _ (6.2) 
p 
This analysis will distinguish J =0 from the rest but won't distinguish 
P + 
between the symmetry types. Type 1 symmetry with J =1 will be uniquely 
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Beam 
(n x« )X(ir+?") 
n xit 
Figure 4. Definition of the angles 'l'(]2)3^ ^ and 
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identified. Those cases left uncertain must be investigated in their 
dependence on the variables m^^ and m^^. In particular the formation of 
a trough along part of the line the Goldhaber triangle has been 
mentioned. Finally there is the possibility that none of the distributions 
are applicable because nature chooses to obey something other than the 
simplest possibilities. 
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